The study is devoted to elaboration of an alternative image of conjugation in acyclic polyenes as a weak and essentially local delocalization of initially-localized pairs of  -electrons ascribed to individual double (C=C) bonds (instead of formation of a completely delocalized  -electron system as usual). To this end, polyenes are modelled as sets of weakly-interacting formally-double (C=C) bonds, where the single (C-C) bonds represent the interaction between the former and are treated as a perturbation. Mathematically, the above-formulated goal is realized by means of a particular version of the non-canonical method of molecular orbitals (MOs) based on the Brillouin theorem and yielding the expressions both for total energies and for non-canonical (localized) MOs (NCMOs) directly without any reference to usual (canonical) MOs. In addition, total energies and NCMOs are interrelated explicitly in the approach applied, viz. the former are representable via the so-called delocalization coefficients of the latter. Adaptation of these general results to the abovespecified model of polyene yields coincidence between the conjugation energy (CE) and the total delocalization energy of all pairs of  -electrons contained. Moreover, a local relation follows between constitution of the nearest environment of a certain C=C bond, delocalization pattern of the respective pair of  -electrons and contribution of just this pair to the total CE of the given polyene.
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) and to the blocks Eocc and Evac called the eigenblocks of the matrix H [41] . Moreover, thanks to the well-known invariance of a matrix trace as a whole with respect to definite transformations and transpositions inside, the formalism under discussion offered new alternatives to express the total energy (E), in particular to relate the latter directly to shapes of NCMOs [46, 50] (instead of the usual search for separate diagonal elements of the occupied eigenblock (Eocc) followed by their addition [47] ). It is evident that the above-overviewed results embrace entire classes of initial Hamiltonian (Fockian) matrices and thereby of molecules.
Systems consisting of a certain number of similar weakly-interacting chemical bonds may be referred to here as an example of such a class. General solutions of the relevant blockdiagonalization problem have been derived in this case in the form of power series with respect to Hamiltonian matrix blocks representing the interbond interaction [40] [41] [42] 46, 51] . The resulting NCMOs (LMOs) then proved to be of the bond-orbital-and-tail constitution [51] , i.e. these contained the main contribution of the bonding orbital of a certain C=C bond (referred to as the parent bond of the given NCMO) and small increments (tails) extending over the nearest neighbourhood of the latter. Accordingly, total energies of these systems have been expressed in terms of the so-called delocalization coefficients of occupied NCMOs [46, 50] . Although the results of Refs. [40] [41] [42] 46] originally referred to alkanes and their derivatives,  -electron systems of acyclic polyenes also belong to the class under discussion [52] provided that these hydrocarbons are modelled as sets of weakly-interacting double (C=C) bonds and the single (C-C) ones represent the interaction. Such a model, in turn, is compatible with the above-described weak conjugation effect in acyclic polyenes.
In summary, the present study is devoted to application of the above-enumerated achievements to elaboration of an alternative viewpoint of conjugation of double (C=C) bonds in acyclic polyenes in terms of nearly-localized MOs (LMOs) and thereby weakly-delocalized pairs of  -electrons. In addition, we expect to find a relation between the local delocalization pattern of these electrons and local constitution of the carbon backbone. Analysis of the relevant CEs in terms of local increments of separate electron pairs also is among our aims. The next Section of the paper contains an overview of the principal formulae for NCMOs and total energies adapted to the case of polyenes.
Overview of expressions for NCMOs and total energies of acyclic polyenes
Let a certain polyene consist of an even number (2N) of uniform (carbon) atoms and contain two types of uniform bonds, namely N formally-double (C=C) bonds and ' N formally-single (C-C) bonds, where N does not coincide with ' N . The total number of  -electrons also evidently equals to 2N. Besides, no need arises here for specifying either the numbers N and ' N or the overall constitution of the polyene concerned.
Further, the C-C bonds are assumed to be weak as compared to the C=C ones in accordance with the above-discussed perturbative nature of the conjugation effect in acyclic polyenes [An additional support for this assumption may be found in Ref. [52] ]. On the same basis, the set of N isolated C=C bonds (ethene fragments) serves as the zero order approximation (reference system) of our polyene. Meanwhile, the C-C bonds represent the interaction between the C=C bonds (perturbation). It is evident that a completely localized pair of  -electrons corresponds to each C=C bond in the zero order (reference) system. Emergence of C-C bonds as a perturbation is then expected to give rise to a certain weak delocalization of the above-mentioned pairs that is reflected in the shapes of respective NCMOs (LMOs). To find algebraic expressions for the latter, the solution of the blockdiagonalization problem in the form of power series [40] [41] [42] 46 ] will be applied. Let us now turn to an overview of these expressions.
At the Hűckel level, our polyenes are assumed to be representable by three principal parameters in the 2N-dimensional basis of 2pz atomic orbitals (AOs) of carbon atoms {  }, namely by the Coulomb parameter ( ), as well as by resonance parameters (integrals)  and  corresponding to formally-double and formally-single bonds, respectively [Parameters between AOs of more remote atoms are ignored as usual [53, 54] ]. Further, the parameter  is supposed to take a sufficiently small value so that it may be regarded as a first order term vs.  . Given that the usual equalities 0   and 1   are accepted for convenience, a negative energy unit and thereby a positive  value ( 0   ) accordingly follow. Moreover, the parameter  is then a dimensionless quantity representing the ratio of the resonance integral of single bonds to that of double bonds.
Let us now define the bond orbitals (BOs) of formally-double C=C bonds. To this end, let the initial AOs {  } be enumerated in such a way that orbitals belonging to the same C=C bond (say, to the Ith one) acquire the coupled numbers i and N+i, where i here and below refers to the Ith double bond (this type of numbering is exemplified in Fig.1 ). Let us now dwell on the analogous parameters between BOs of different C=C bonds, referred to below as interbond resonance parameters. Let us introduce the following notations for the three principal types of the latter, viz.
where the BOs concerned are shown inside the bra-and ket-vectors. Since C=C bonds "interact" one with another via C-C ones in our model, non-zero values of parameters of Eq.(2) may be easily shown to correspond to BOs of the former connected by a C-C bond and referred to below as firstneighboring double bonds. Moreover, the absolute values of these significant parameters are uniform and equal to 2 /  . As a result, parameters of Eq.(2) are first order terms with respect to  . Our next step consists in representing the above-defined quantities in a matrix form. Let us start with collecting all BBOs (  . The respective one-electron energies then accordingly compose matrices I and -I of the same size, where I here and below stands for the unit matrix. Finally, NxN-dimensional square matrices of the first order S, Q and R may be defined that contain parameters of Eq.(2) as separate elements. Besides, diagonal elements of these matrices vanish [Note that Rii coincides with the intrabond resonance parameter of the Ith double bond]. An efficient procedure to construct matrices S, Q and R for specific systems may be found in Ref. [55] .
Using the above-defined matrix representation, the total Hamiltonian matrix (H) of our polyene may be partitioned into four NxN-dimensional submatrices (blocks) expressible as follows [55] 
where the superscript + of a certain matrix here and below indicates the transposed (Hermitianconjugate) counterpart of the latter. The blocks H11 and H22 contain terms of both zero (I) and first order (S and Q) with respect to  . These blocks correspond to subsets of BBOs "coefficients" consist of entire matrices S, Q and R and of their products. Formulae for individual NCMOs follow straightforwardly from these general expressions and take the form of linear combinations of both BBOs
..N are of particular importance. Indeed, squares of the latter represent the actual distribution of the relevant pairs of  -electrons in the polyene concerned.
These NCMOs take the following form
where sums over (+)j and over (-)m here and below generally embrace all BBOs and all ABOs of the given system, respectively, whereas C11,ji and C21,mi stand for the relevant coefficients. As with the interbond resonance parameters of Eq.(2), the coefficients C11,ji and C21,mi coincide with elements of certain NxN-dimensional submatrices (blocks) C11 and C21, respectively, of the total transformation matrix C. The submatrix C21 represents the so-called intersubset tails of doubleoccupied NCMOs, whilst C11 reflects the consequent renormalization of the latter and has been called the renormalization matrix [46] . As already mentioned, the NCMO representation matrix (transformation matrix) C has been derived in the form of power series with respect to parameters describing the interbond interaction. The same refers also to separate submatrices of the matrix C. In the case of polyenes, the aboveintroduced parameter  evidently underlies the expansion. Thus, submatrices C11 and C21 take the form of sums of increments 
As a result, the double-occupied NCMOs
actually coincide with weakly-delocalized orbitals of double (C=C) bonds and one-to-one correspondence is preserved between these NCMOs and BBOs i ) (  in addition. That is why the Ith C=C bond is called below the parent bond of the Ith pair of   electrons. Further, increments of Eq.(5) referring to k=1,2,3… are representable directly via the above-defined (sub)matrices S, R and Q of the model Hamiltonian matrix of polyenes in the basis of BOs. For the sake of convenience, however, the so-called principal matrices of the PNCMO theory G(k), k=1,2,3.. [50] have been used for this purpose. The first three contributions to the intersubset block C21 of the matrix C take then the form
where
(see Eq.(2.4.2) of Ref. [50] ). Besides, G(k), k=1,2,3.. were shown to be skew-symmetric (skewHermitian) matrices in the case of polyenes [52] , i.e.  . It is also evident that a two-membered conjugated path [56, 57] (butadiene-like fragment) corresponds to any non-zero element G(1)im and vice versa. [This paths is abbreviated below by CP (2)]. Analogously, the element G(2)im of the second order matrix G(2) is defined by the second relation of Eq.(7). Analysis of this formula [55] shows that the element G(2)im represents the indirect (through-bond) interaction of BOs 

to second-neighboring C=C bonds is a necessary condition for the element G(2)im to take a non-zero value. Apart from this necessary condition, however, the mutual arrangement of the Ith and Mth C=C bonds with respect to the mediating one(s) (say, the Lth C=C bond) starts to play an equally important role. Indeed, a nonzero value of the element G(2)im was shown to be ensured [55] only if the Ith, Lth and Mth C=C bonds are linearly conjugated (but not cross-conjugated). In other words, coincidence of the fragment I-L-M with a three-membered conjugated path [abbreviated below as CP (3)] is required here.
Let us now turn to specific characteristics of NCMOs of Eq.(4) introduced previously [41, 42, 46] 
stands for the increment of the kth order with respect to  . For k=2,3 and 4, we correspondingly obtain [46] ,
where G(k)im are individual elements of matrices G(k) resulting from Eq. (7). Accordingly, the notation
here and below stands for the relevant element of the matrix product
vanishes when building up the square of the coefficient C21,mi ]. The a priori positive sign of the second order term
emphasizing. Meanwhile, the signs of terms of higher orders
Let us now dwell on some general properties of coefficients
. The skew-symmetric nature of matrices G(k) (see Eq. (8)) evidently is extendable to the matrix product
Consequently, the equality 0  . This result is referred to below as the symmetry property of partial delocalization coefficients. As with the above-discussed zero polarity of the "heads" of NCMOs, the symmetry property is extendable to separate increments of relations of Eq. (10) . Besides, the result of Eq.(11) was shown to give rise to zero interbond charge transfer in polyenes [50] and causes little surprise.
Let us now define the total (intersubset) delocalization coefficient of the same NCMO (
over all ABOs as follows
Substituting the right relation of Eq. (9) into Eq. (12) yields an expression for D(+)i in the form of power series, i.e.
Besides, total (intersubset) delocalization coefficients of NCMOs (D(+)i) were shown to determine the actual bond orders inside the formally-double (C=C) bonds in polyenes [50] . In particular, any positive (negative) term of the expansion of Eq. (13) is accompanied by a negative (positive) increment to the "internal" order of the Ith C=C bond and thereby contributes to weakening (strengthening) of the latter as compared to an isolated C=C bond. The a priori positive sign of the second order term ) 2 ( ) ( i D  then ensures the ultimate weakening of the Ith C=C bond due to conjugation and this outcome causes little surprise. An important point here also is that intrasubset tails of NCMOs (i.e. the coefficients C11,ji of Eq.(4)) do not participate in the formation of the above-discussed "internal" characteristics of formally-double (C=C) bonds. This fact is among reasons why intrasubset tails are not included into definitions of partial and total delocalization coefficients of NCMOs [Additional arguments for this option are given below]. Finally, the overall extent of delocalization of double-occupied NCMOs (15) that has been called the complete delocalization coefficient of double-occupied NCMOs. It is evident that D(+) also is representable as a sum over k of increments
Let us now turn to the relevant total energy (E). As already mentioned, the energy E is defined as a two-fold trace of the occupied eigenblock (Eocc) of the Hamiltonian matrix (H) in the method applied. As with the above-discussed submatrices C11 and C21 of Eq. (5), the eigenblocks Eocc and Evac also are expressible in the form of an analogous power series [46, 50, 58] , i.e. as sums over k of increments ) (k occ E and ) (k vac E , the latter consisting of products of our principal matrices R, G(1), G(2), etc. The same then consequently refers to the relevant total energy (E), the kth order member of the expansion for which (E(k)) is defined as follows
where the right-hand side of Eq. (17) contains a trace (denoted here and below by Tr) of the kth order member of the expansion for the eigenblock Eocc. Expressions for energy increments E(k) may be found elsewhere [50, 55, 59] . Thus, we confine ourselves here to a brief overview of the principal results.
The zero order increment (E(0)) coincides with the double-sum of one-electron energies of BBOs
and thereby with the total energy of N isolated double bonds equal to 2N in our energy units. Meanwhile, the first order contribution of the same series (E(1)) was shown to vanish [46, 50, 59] . Furthermore, cyclic transpositions of matrix factors (i.e. of R, G(1), G(2), etc) inside the trace signs of formulae for the increments E(k) of higher orders (k=2, 3,..) allowed the latter to be expressed via increments of the same order to the above-defined (intersubset) delocalization coefficients of NCMOs, viz.
[see Appendix C and Eq. (43) of Ref. [46] under an assumption that all the energy intervals 
It is evident that the conjugation energy (CE) of a certain polyene ( E  ) may be defined as a difference between the total energy (E) and the respective zero order increment (E(0)). The series for E  then starts with the term of the second order, viz.
where E(k) are shown in Eq. (18) . Hence, the CE of polyene is actually determined by the overall extent of intersubset delocalization of double-occupied NCMOs and thereby it is interpretable as the total (intersubset) delocalization energy of all pairs of  -electrons of the given polyene. It deserves a separate mention that the intrasubset delocalization is not contained in Eqs. (18) and (19) as it was the case with "internal" bond orders of formally-double (C=C) bonds. This result evidently causes little surprise if we recall the well-known zero energetic effect of interaction of double-occupied orbitals (see e.g. [60] ). The less important nature of intrasubset tails of NCMOs is supported also by expressibility of renormalization matrices [46] . Additivity of the CE of polyene with respect to contributions of individual pairs of  -electrons also is among outcomes of Eqs. (18) and (19) . Indeed, sums over k and over (+)i may be interchanged in these relations and we then obtain that
where the contribution of the Ith pair of electrons ( I E  ) is related to the overall extent of (intersubset) delocalization of the respective single NCMO
Thus, the more delocalized the Ith pair of  -electrons becomes, the higher its contribution to the total CE gets and vice versa. In other words, Eq. (21) represents a direct relation between the extent of delocalization of the Ith pair of  -electrons and its contribution to the total CE. It deserves emphasizing here that separate increments I E  generally do not coincide with respective diagonal elements of the occupied eigenblock Eocc and thereby with one-electron energies of doubleoccupied NCMOs. Besides, the usual way of derivation of total energies consists in finding the oneelectron energies of individual NCMOs (LMOs) followed by summing them up (see e.g. [47] ) in the NCMO method too. Moreover, interrelations are often anticipated between the above-specified energies and the shapes of NCMOs [47, 61] (although no explicit forms of these relations are known). In this context, Eqs. (19)- (21) offer a direct relation between the CE of polyene and the shapes of its NCMOs with no reference to one-electron energies of the latter.
Another perspective on the results of Eqs. (19)- (21) (20) points to additivity of the CE with respect to increments of these bonds. Hence, the additive schemes of Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] for the CEs of polyenes acquire an additional support. One can also conclude that the lower the actual order inside the Ith C=C bond becomes, the more significant its participation in the formation of the CE gets and vice versa (the abovediscussed relation of D(+)i to "internal" bond orders should be recalled here).
Both partial and total delocalization coefficients of NCMOs of polyenes along with their CEs are likely to depend upon specific constitutions of the given molecule. This dependence is contained implicitly in the expressions for
of Eq.(10) and it will be studied in the next Section in a detail.
Analysis of the relation between the delocalization pattern and constitution of the carbon
backbone Let us start with the second order terms (k=2). The positive increment
of Eq. (10) is determined by square of the element G(1)im. As already mentioned, the absolute value of this element coincides with 4 /  for any pair of first-neighboring C=C bonds and/or for any CP(2) and vanishes otherwise. An analogous property refers also to the increments
. We then obtain that
where the additional superscripts + and f correspondingly indicate the positive sign of the increment concerned and its relevance to first-neighboring C=C bonds. Second order contributions to the total delocalization coefficient of the NCMO i ) (   and to the overall CE of the given polyene then follow from Eqs. (14) and (18) and take the form
where nI is the number of first neighbours of the Ith C=C bond. As is seen from the first relation of Eq. (23), the positive increment of the second order to delocalization is entirely local in nature and depends only upon constitution of the nearest (first) neighbourhood of the given C=C bond. More precisely, the increment
represents all C−C bonds attached to the Ith C=C bond and thereby all CP(2)s embracing the latter. Meanwhile, the main outcome of the second relation consists in coincidence of second order energies for isomers [55] and proportionalities of these energies to total numbers of both C−C bonds and CP(2)s present there.
As opposed to
of Eq.(10) contains also the element G(2)im of the second order matrix G(2) expressed by the second relation of Eq.(7). As discussed already, a necessary condition for the element G(2)im to take a non-zero value consists in pertinence of BOs 
) to total delocalization coefficients of NCMOs, as well as to respective increments to the total CEs of polyenes [55] .
Let us now turn to increments of the fourth order to partial delocalization coefficients, viz. to
defined by the last relation of Eq.(10). The third order element G(3)im of this definition may be easily eliminated by substituting the last relation of Eq.(7). The result is then as follows
Let us assume first that the orbitals
belong to first-neighboring C=C bonds I and M. The first order element G(1)im then takes a non-zero value, whereas the second order one (G(2)im) vanishes as discussed above. Thus, the last increment of Eq.(24) also vanishes in this case and we obtain
(27) The superscript f serves to indicate the relevance of the increment concerned to first-neighboring C=C bonds, whereas the superscripts + and -specify the signs of subcomponents of Eq. (25) established below. Given that I and M are second neighbours, a non-zero value of the element G(2)im is allowed but not of G(1)im. As a result, only the last term of Eq.(24) remains and we obtain 0 ) (
where the superscript s now accordingly refers to second-neighbouring C=C bonds. Finally,
vanishes for more distant C=C bonds as both G(1)im and G(2)im take zero values in this case. Besides, an analogous partition of the fourth order energy (E(4)) also is easily obtainable by employment of the first relation of Eq. (18) . The relevant components will be accordingly denoted by
 . Let us now consider the increments of Eqs. (25)- (28) separately. Let us start with components of Eqs. (25)- (27), where I and M are first-neighboring C=C bonds. The component
is representable as follows
where sums over (+)j and over (-)l correspondinly embrace BBOs and ABOs of the given system except for orbitals of the Ith and Mth C=C bonds (viz.
The exception is due to the above-discussed zero diagonal (intrabond) elements of matrices S, Q and G(2). Moreover, the sum over (+)j actually embraces BBOs of only first neighbours of the Ith C=C bond (except for the Mth one) because of zero values of off-diagonal elements of the matrix S for more distant C=C bonds. Similarly, the second sum of Eq. (29) 
where sums over (+)j and over (-)l correspondingly embrace BBOs and ABOs as previously. With this in mind, the relation of Eq.(27) itself may be reformulated so that it resembles Eq.(29), viz.
where elements of matrices
(1) G G  and (1) G now stand instead of those of the former matrices S, Q and G(2). In this connection, an important difference of Eq. (31) 
(1) G G and (1) (1) G G  are symmetric matrices and thereby contain non-zero diagonal
(1) G G )ii and ( 
Let us now discuss the subcomponents of Eqs. (33) and (34) separately. Let us start with
(33). Diagonal elements of matrix products
(1) G G  were shown to be determined by first neighbourhoods of the C=C bonds concerned in the case of polyenes [55] . More precisely, the elements (
(1) G G  )mm are proportional to total numbers of first neighbours nI and nM of the Ith and Mth C=C bond, respectively, i.e.
It is evident that the Mth C=C bond and the Ith one necessarily are included when counting the first neighbours of the Ith and Mth C=C bonds, respectively. Consequently, a definite "own" increment of our principal pair of C=C bonds I and M arises in the relation of Eq. (33) 
Let us now turn to the subcomponent
of Eq.(34) containing the off-diagonal elements (  (1) (1) G G )ij and (
(1) G G  )lm of matrix products 
(1) G G and
(1) G G  . These elements were shown to take non-zero values for any pair of second-neighboring C=C bonds (irrespective of their type of conjugation) [55] . It is evident that any first neighbour (L) of the Mth C=C bond ( I L  ) automatically is a second neighbour of the Ith C=C bond. The same refers also to the Jth first neighbour of the Ith C=C bond ( M J  ). Moreover, contributions of these additional first neighbours of both C=C bonds concerned (I and M) take uniform values. The final expression for the subcomponent
is then as follows
After summing up the subcomponents of Eqs. (36) and (37) in accordance with Eq.(32), we obtain
It is seen that
always is a negative quantity as indicated by its superscript -. This may be interpreted as representing a certain universal repulsion of electron pairs of first-neighboring C=C bonds that contributes to destabilization of the system in a certain analogy with the ideas underlying the VSEPR model [63, 64] . Moreover, the component
grows with increasing number of other first neighbours of the bonds concerned (i.e. of the sum
The overall fourth order increment ( revealed earlier [55, 62] . Similarly,
is nothing more than the relevant negative component ) ( ) 4 (  E of Refs. [55, 62] .
Let us now turn to the increment of the fourth order ( 14), where the sum over (-)m embraces the ABOs of only first and second neighbours of the Ith C=C bond (but not the more distant ones). It is also evident that contributions
may be summed up separately and independently. We then obtain
where the positive and negative components of the correction
respectively. The former is related to participation of the Ith C=C bond in CP(3)s and contains sums over first and over second neighbours of increments
It is evident that participation of a certain second neighbour (say, of the Lth one) in the formation of actually is determined by constitutions of only the first and second neighbourhoods of the parent bond (I). Meanwhile, the negative component
is expressible as follows
and represents the overall repulsion undergone by the Ith pair of  -electrons due to the presence of its first neighbours. After employment of Eq. (38) we obtain that
where the sum over M now embraces all first neighbours of the Ith C=C bond [Note that nI and ) 1 (   I I n n result after summing up the first and the second term of Eq. (38), respectively]. It is evident that the sum of the right-hand side of Eq.(42) yields the total number of second neighbours of the Ith C=C bond. Hence, the negative component
also is determined by constitution only of the first and of the second neighbourhoods of the C=C bond concerned.
In summary, the total delocalization coefficient (
where the first term of the right-hand side coincides with the positive second order correction
of Eq. (23) . As discussed already, this increment is associated with all C-C bonds attached to the Ith C=C bond and thereby with all CP(2)s embracing the latter. The local origin of corrections ) 2 ( ) ( i D  also deserves recalling here. Finally, the latter always take non-zero values because each C=C bond is connected with the remaining part of the molecule via at least a single C-C bond. Besides, the same refers also to the negative component C=C bond in accordance with Ref. [47] . Another important conclusion is about an essentially local origin of total delocalization coefficients of individual NCMOs and thereby of separate pairs of   electrons. Moreover, this conclusion is straightforwardly extendable also to contributions of individual pairs of electrons ( I E  ) to the CEs of polyenes E  (see Eqs. (20) and (21)). The total CE of a certain polyene E  then accordingly consists of N increments of semilocal nature representing the extents of participation of separate pairs of   electrons. Again, the same CE of our polyene ( E  ) is alternatively obtainable directly by summing up the partial delocalization coefficients of NCMOs in accordance with the left relation of Eq. (18) . As discussed already, separate increments refer to all pairs of C=C bonds (both first-and second-neighbouring ones) inside all CP(3)s of the given polyene. Finally, negative increments should be found for each first-neighbouring pair of C=C bonds using the simple formula of Eq. (38) . The total CE of the given polyene is then obtainable "on the back of an envelope" by summing up the above-enumerated increments in accordance with Eqs. (18) and (19) . Therefore, we actually arrive at a simple additive scheme for the total CE of polyene in terms of essentially local increments representing particular aspects of delocalization of   electrons.
Discussion of specific examples
The present Section is devoted to illustration of the above-discussed abstract results using the simplest polyenes as examples. Let us start with partial delocalization coefficients of NCMOs (Table 1) . Second and fourth order increments to these coefficients are shown in this table for first five representatives of linear (I) and cross-conjugated (II) polyene chains (Fig. 1), where N=2,3,..6. [Note that the butadiene molecule (N=2) is the first member of both series under our interest, i.e. I(N=2) coincides with II(N=2)].
It is seen that uniform positive second order increments ( 
Analogous conclusions may be also drawn in respect of negative fourth order corrections
defined by Eq. (38) . Indeed, these corrections also refer to first-neighboring (f) pairs of C=C bonds only and are transferable when passing from a linear polyene to its cross-conjugated isomer for the same reason (i.e. similar adjacencies of C=C bonds). In contrast to second order corrections
, however, the fourth order ones (
) are no longer uniform for distinct pairs of C=C bonds inside the same chain. Moreover, the absolute values of the latter grow with increasing numbers of other first neighbours of the C=C bonds concerned in accordance of Eq. (38) . For example, the absolute value of the correction
grows when passing from butadiene (N=2) to more extended polyenes (N>2). Similarly,
By contrast, the positive fourth order corrections ( Table 1 refer to both first-(f) and second-neighboring (s) pairs of C=C bonds. As discussed already, these corrections depend upon the presence of CP(3)s in the polyene concerned and thereby upon the type of conjugation. That is why the positive corrections are different for linear and cross-conconjugated isomers (I(N) and II(N)) and depend on the number of C=C bonds (N) in addition. The same then consequently refers also to total fourth order corrections (
) of the last column of Table 1 . In this respect, individual polyenes of Fig. 1 deserve a comparative discussion.
Due to absence of CP(3)s in butadiene (N=2), the negative term
is the only contribution to the relevant correction
, so that the latter also is a negative quantity. When passing to the linear hexatriene (N=3), a single CP(3) arises already which embraces all the three C=C bonds of this chain. Consequently, additional positive contributions
emerge along with the former negative increments. As a result, the absolute value of the total (negative) forth order correction
) is lower for hexatriene as compared to that of butadiene in spite of the above-discussed growing absolute value of the negative increment . In summary, better conditions for delocalization of NCMOs (and thereby of electron pairs) may be concluded to be peculiar to the linear hexatriene as compared to butadiene and this outcome causes litle surprise.
Similar trends are preserved also when passing to the linear octatetraene (N=4). Presence of two CP(3)s in this chain gives rise to a two-fold positive increment
referring to the "internal" pair of double bonds (C2=C5 and C3=C8) participating in both of these paths. As a result, the absolute value of the relevant fourth order contribution (
) is even lower. Meanwhile, the
of octatetraene coincide with those of the linear hexatriene. This result illustrates the primary role of the nearest neighbourhood of the C=C bonds concerned in the formation of partial delocalization coefficients of NCMOs. It is then no surprise that the correction
(referring to the terminal pairs of C=C bonds) exhibits no subsequent alterations also when passing to longer linear polyenes (N=5,6) in spite of growing numbers of CP(3)s. Therefore, extinction of the enhancement of the delocalization conditions is actually observed with further elongation of the linear polyene chain.
As opposed to the above-discussed linear chains, no CP(3)s are present in the cross-conjugated polyenes (II), whatever the number of C=C bonds N. This implies the negative terms Table 2 . Second and fourth order increments to total delocalization coefficients of NCMOs and to conjugation energies of polyenes I-VIII Nr. comp. Table 2 . It deserves recalling here that the sum (4)I) represents the contribution of the same electron pair to the relevant CE. Total second and fourth order contributions to the latter (E(2) and E(4)) also are exhibited nearby.
The above-discussed transferability of second order increments to partial delocalization coefficients ( . Thus, the above-concluded enhancement of delocalization conditions with elongation of the linear polyene (I) is additionally corroborated. Moreover, this trend is especially striking in the middle area of the chain, which actually ensures most of the CE of the given polyene. Besides, the bond length alternation (BLA) also is less pronounced in the middle areas of longer polyene chains [1, 2, 4, 11] .
The cross-conjugated polyenes (II) offer us an entirely opposite case in the same respects. Indeed, the corrections
and E(4)1 take lower values when passing from butadiene to higher crossconjugated chains. The same refers also to corrections ascribed to internal C=C bonds, viz. these exhibit an evident decrease with the increasing number of C=C bonds (N), as well as then moving towards the middle of the chain. Therefore, suppression of delocalization of   electrons with elongation of the cross-conjugated polyene follows from the present analysis and this effect also is more conspicuous in the relevant central areas.
In summary, llinear and cross-conjugated polyenes are characterized by substantially different conditions of delocalization of individual pairs of  -electrons, and especially of those ascribed to the middle areas of these chains. This distinction is due to presence and absence of CP(3)s in the first and second case, respectively, and, consequently, it becomes more and more striking with elongation of the chains.
The above-discussed essentially local origin of both second and fourth order contributions to total delocalization coefficients of NCMOs (Section 3) allows us to expect analogous reguliarities in the relative extents of delocalization of separate electron pairs also for polyenes of less regular constitution, i.e. for those containing both linear and cross-conjugated fragments. To discuss this point, let us take the isomers III-VIII of decapentaene (N=5) as examples (Fig. 2) . The relevant second and fourth order increments to total delocalization coefficients of NCMOs and to the CEs are shown in Table 2 . As already mentioned (Section 3), total second order energies (E(2)) always are uniform for individual isomers of the same polyene due to coinciding numbers of CP (2) . This evidently indicates increased extents of delocalization of the relevant pairs of electrons (i.e. of those ascribed to the branching sites 3 and 2, respectively). At the same time, the isomers III and VI contain three more localized (terminal) electron pairs in contrast to only two pairs of this type present in the remaining isomers of decapentaene. The consequent reduction of the overall delocalization then compensates for its former increase due to branching so that the ultimate second order members of expansions are uniform both for the complete delocalization coefficients ( ) 2 ( ) ( D ) and for the CEs (E(2)). Thus, we arrive at a conclusion that quantitatively the same overall second order delocalization is distributed differently over separate C=C bonds within individual isomers. In particular, this distribution is less homogeneous in the branched isomers of decapentaene III and VI as compared to the remaining ones.
The fourth order contributions both to delocalization of   electrons and to the CEs of isomers III-VIII also obey the above-established rules. First of all, couples of isomers III and VI, IV and VII, as well as V and VIII, are characterized by uniform values of total corrections ) 4 ( ) ( D and E(4), i.e. we have to do here with couples of isoenergetic systems to within fourth order terms of our power series inclusive. Nevertheless, the relevant contributions of separate pairs of   electrons and/or of C=C bonds exhibit considerable differences in all isomers concerned. Thus, quantitatively the same total fourth order delocalization inside isoenergetic couples also is distributed differently over separate C=C bonds and/or electron pairs and this distribution seems to be governed by respective local structures in addition. Indeed, C=C bonds belonging to cross-conjugated fragments of isomers III-VIII generally are characteried by negative corrections 
D
of isomer VIII as compared to the same correction of its counterpart V also is largely due to participation of the second C=C bond in a CP(3) in the former decapentaene but not in the latter one.
Conclusions
Application of the non-canonical method of MOs offers us an alternative viewpoint of conjugation in acyclic polyenes. Accordingly, the effect of conjugation of N double (C=C) bonds manifests itself in a weak and rather local delocalization of respective N initially-localized pairs of  -electrons. The relevant conjugation energy (CE) then coincides with the total delocalization energy of all these pairs. Analogously, relative stability of a certain polyene depends upon the extent of the underlying delocalization.
The above-formulated interrelation between the extents of delocalization and stabilization is valid also for each pair of  -electrons separately. Indeed, the total CE of any acyclic polyene is expressible as a sum of N contributions, each of them representing an individual pair of  -electrons and directly related to the total delocalization coefficient of the respective single non-canonical (localized) MO. This implies that the more delocalized the Ith pair of   electrons becomes, the higher its contribution to the total CE gets and vice versa.
In addition, the total delocalization coefficient of the Ith non-canonical MO is shown to determine the extent of reduction in the "internal" order of the parent (Ith) formally-double (C=C) bond when building up the polyene concerned. In other words, weaker formally-double bonds correspond to more delocalized pairs of  -electrons and vice versa. It deserves mention in this context that local manifestations of the conjugation effect (such as lengthening of individual formally-double bonds and shortening of initially-single ones) also are likely to be related to the relevant local delocalization.
The extents of delocalization of individual pairs of  -electrons, in turn, prove to be determined by two structural factors of local nature. First, delocalization of a certain pair is induced by participation of the respective parent C=C bond in both two-and three-membered conjugated paths. Evidently, constitutions only of the first and of the second neighbourhoods of the parent bond are of importance here. Second, each pair of  -electrons is undergoing a definite repulsion from its first neighbours that depends also on the relevant number of second neighbours and inhibits the delocalization concerned. Consequently, a local relation may be concluded to exist between constitution of the nearest environment of the Ith C=C bond, delocalization pattern of the Ith pair of   electrons and contribution of this pair to the total CE of the given polyene.
For illustration of the above-summarized general results, two polyenes of regular constitution have been taken as the principal examples, viz. the linear chain (I) and the cross-conjugated one (II). It turned out that negative (suppressive) increments to delocalization take uniform values for both chains under comparison due to coinciding numbers of both first and second neighbours of individual C=C bonds. Meanwhile, the relevant positive contributions are substantially different. The point is that the linear conjugation of C=C bonds allows participation of the latter in a certain number of three-membered conjugated paths (CP(3)s) in addition to the two-membered ones (CP(2)s) equally inherent in both chains. Moreover, emergence of a CP(3) (e.g. I-J-K) not only provides an increase in the short-range delocalization caused by CP(2)s (e.g. of the Ith pair of   electrons over the Jth C=C bond), but also it gives birth to a long-range delocalization (viz. of the Ith pair over the Kth C=C bond and vice versa). In summary, substantially better delocalization conditions may be concluded to be peculiar to linear polyenes (I) as compared to their crossconjugated counterparts (II). Since the internal C=C bonds always are embraced by a higher number of CP(3)s as compared to the terminal ones, distinction between the chains I and II is especially striking in the middle areas of the latter. Finally, an enhancement (deterioration) of the delocalization conditions is observed with elongation of a linear (cross-conjugated) chain. Polyenes of irregular constitution (e.g. those containing both linear and cross-conjugated fragments) also illustrate the local origin of delocalization. Indeed, delocalization of electron pair(s) proves to be generally increased and supressed, if the respective parent C=C bond(s) belong(s) to linear and to cross-conjugated fragments(s), respectively. Higher (lower) contributions of these pairs to the total CEs of polyenes also are among the conclusions.
